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We consider the set of polynomials in r indeterminates over a "nite "eld and with
bounded degree. We give here a way to count the number of elements of some of its
subsets, namely those sets de"ned by the multiplicities of their elements at some points
of Fr
q
. The number of polynomials having at least one zero in a given "nite "eld is
computed as a particular applications. ( 1999 Academic Press1. INTRODUCTION
Counting zeros of polynomials in "nite "elds is an important topic in
number theory, as well as in algebraic geometry, since it becomes counting
points in varieties. It has led to a lot of works and estimates of bounds:
bounds on the number of points, and bounds for the cardinality of the "eld
for existence. See, e.g. [Sch] for numerous references and considerations on
equations over "nite "elds.
This problem of existence is of great interest and we study here the
following related question: let q be a prime power and F
q
the "nite "eld with
q elements; let r51, d51 and let x
1
,2, xr be r indeterminates over Fq .
Denote by F
q
[x
1
,2, xr]d the set of polynomials in r indeterminates over Fq
of total degree bounded by d; then
how many polynomials of F
q
[x
1
,2 , xr]d have zeros in Frq?
This enumeration may be useful for probabilistic algorithms; see, for example,
the absolute irreducibility test presented in [Rag, Part II]. Our way of219
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220 JEAN-FRANhOIS RAGOTcomputing is, in fact, general enough to allow the enumeration of any set of
polynomials of F
q
[x
1
,2 , xr]d de"ned by their multiplicities at some points of
Fr
q
, and the answer to the above question is then obtained as a direct
application. These sets are shaped by taking meets, joins, and di!erences of
polynomial ideals of F
q
[x
1
,2 , xr] and then restricting to the subset of those
elements of degree bounded by d.
The process of computation is built in two distinct steps. In [Odo], Odoni
gives a way for computing the cardinality of the set I (A)
d
of polynomials of
F
q
[x
1
,2 , xr]d vanishing at all points of a subset A of Frq . It is based on the
computation of the value of the a.ne Hilbert function of the ideal I (A) for
d large enough. We "rst use Odoni’s idea to compute the cardinality of the set
of polynomials of F
q
[x
1
,2, xr]d belonging to a product of such ideals.
Making use of some combinatorics tools, we extend these counts to meets,
joins, and di!erences of such sets. As we said above, these counts are only
available for large d’s. Then we prove that the results are also available for
small d’s, using reduction by Groebner bases.
Sections 2 and 3 are devoted to recall some basic notions of algebraic
geometry and combinatorics. The process of enumeration is presented in
Section 4, in which some &&basic’’ sets are counted. The restriction on d is
weakened in Section 5.
2. ALGEBRAIC SETS AND POLYNOMIALS IDEALS
Let k be a "eld, X"x
1
,2 , xr be r indeterminates over k, and k[X]
denote the ring of polynomials in X over k. Denote by k[X]
d
the subset of
k[X] of its elements of degree bounded by d. If I is an ideal in k[X], let
I
d
"IWk[X]
d
. This section is devoted to the computation of the dimension
of the k vector space k[X]
d
/I
d
for d large enough, where I is a product of
ideals of points.
Let A be a subset of kr and I(A) be the set of polynomials of k[X] vanishing
at all points of A. This set is an ideal of k[X] called the ideal of A.
Let I
1
, I
2
,2 , In be ideals. The ideal generated by M f1 f22fn : fi3IiN is
denoted I
1
I
2
2I
n
, and then In denote the product I2I (n times).
Let P"(a
1
,2, ar) be a point in Kr. For simplicity, let I (P) denote the
ideal of MPN. The ideal I(P) is generated by the polynomials
x
1
!a
1
,2 , xr!ar , and hence, the ideal I(P)l is generated by the set
M(x
1
!a
1
)ii2(x
r
!a
r
)ir : +
j
i
j
"lN.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let f be a polynomial of k[X]. Let O"(0,2 , 0). Write
f"f
m
#f
m‘1
#2#f
d
, where f
i
is a form in k[X] of degree i, with m4d
and f
m
O0. We de"ne m to be the multiplicity of f at O. The multiplicity of f at
P"(a
1
,2 , ar) is the multiplicity of f (x1#a1 ,2 , xr#ar) at O. Let mP ( f )
denote the multiplicity of f at P.
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P
( f )’0. If m
P
( f )"1, the point
P is said to be a simple zero of f and a multiple zero if m
P
( f )’1. The
following proposition derives directly from the de"nition of the multiplicity.
PROPOSITION 2.1. ‚et f be a polynomial in k[X] and let P"(a
1
,2 , ar)
a point of kr. „he polynomial f admits a solution of multiplicity greater than or
equal to l at P if and only if it belongs to I(P)l.
It is clear that for all m, n, such that m4n, the ideal I(P)m includes the ideal
I(P)n. Hence, f admits a zero of multiplicity equal to m at P if and only if it
belongs to the set I (P)mCI (P)m‘1 (which is not ideal). Our problem consists,
hence, in counting the polynomial sets of F
q
[X]
d
de"ned by set combinations
of ideal products.
An ideal I of k[X] is a vector space over k, as well as the quotient k[X]/I.
Let codim(I) denote the dimension of k[X]/I. The subset k[X]
d
of poly-
nomials of degree at most d of k[X] is a subvector space over k of k[X], and
its dimension is (d‘r
r
) ( just see that it is generated by the monomials of degree
bounded by d). Let I
d
"IWk[X]
d
. The sets I
d
and k[X]
d
/I
d
are k-vector
spaces of "nite dimensions, and if dim(I
d
) and codim(I
d
) denote the dimen-
sions of I
d
and k[X]
d
/I
d
respectively,
dim(I
d
)#codim(I
d
)"dim(k[X]
d
). (1)
When k is "nite, counting the elements of I
d
comes to computing the
dimension of I
d
over k. The function which maps d to codim(I
d
) is called the
a.ne Hilbert function of I. The following propositions allow us to compute its
value, provided codim(I ) is "nite. The "rst one connects the value of
codim(I
d
) to that of codim(I), and the second gives the value of codim(I)
when I is a product of ideals of points.
PROPOSITION 2.2. If codim(I) is ,nite, then for d’codim(I)
codim(I
d
)"codim(I).
Proof. [Odo, Lemma 1.1]. j
PROPOSITION 2.3. ‚et P
1
,2, Pn be n distinct points of kr and let
I"I(P
1
)l1W2WI(P
n
)ln .
codim(I)" n+
i/1
A
l
i
!1#r
r B .
The proof relies on the following lemma.
222 JEAN-FRANhOIS RAGOTLEMMA 2.1. ‚et P be a point of kr:
codim(I(P)l)"A
l!1#r
r B .
Proof. Let O"(0,2, 0). The ideal I (O) is generated by x1 ,2 , xr . Then,
I(O)l is generated by the monomials of degree l, so I(O)l consists of those
polynomials with no terms of degree(l. It follows that the residues of the
monomials of degree(l form a basis of k[X]/I(O)l over k. It is clearly seen
that the number of these residues is (l~1‘r
r
). On the other hand, let (a
1
,2 , ar)
be the coordinates of P. The translation which maps (x
1
,2, xr) to
(x
1
!a
1
,2 , xr!ar) is an automorphism of k[X], and the image of I (O) is
I(P). It follows that
k[X]/I (P)lKk[X]/I(O)l
which leads to the result. j
Proof of Proposition 2.3. One proves easily that for P
i
and P
j
distinct
points of kr, the ideals I (P
i
) and I (P
j
) are comaximal (i.e., I(P
i
)#I(P
j
)"
k[X], iOj), and hence, that I (P
i
)m and I(P
j
)n are comaximal. The ideals
I(P
1
)l1 ,2, I(Pn)ln, being pairwise comaximal, application of the Chinese re-
mainder theorem (see [Lan, Part I, Chap. II, Section 2]) gives the isomorphism
k[X]N
n
Y
i/1
I(P
i
)liK n<
i/1
k[X]/I(P
i
)li ,
which is not merely a ring isomorphism, but an isomorphism of k-algebras.
We obtain
codim A
n
Y
i/1
I (P
i
)liB"
n
+
i/1
codim(I(P
i
)li)
on comparing dimensions over k, and hence, the result by Lemma 2.1. j
In the rest of the paper, we will say that a polynom f has multiplicity equal
to m at P if f lies in I(P)mCI(P)m‘1 (&&exact’’multiplicity), and f has multiplicity
at least m at P if f lies in I(P)m (bounded below multiplicity).
3. BASES OF COMBINATORICS:
INCLUSION-EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE
As we said in the introduction, we want to compute the cardinalities of sets
de"ned as meets, joins, and di!erences of ideals. Let us recall two basic
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principle (see [BF, Sections 3.1 and 3.2]). Let A, B, and C be sets such that
B includes C, and let d denote cardinality. One has
dAXB"dA#dB!dAWB
dAW(B!C)"dAWB!dAWC.
More generally, let u"M1,2 , nN and Bi be a subset of Ai for all i. Then
d
n
Z
i/1
A
i
" n+
k/1
(!1)k~1 +
vLudv/k
dY
i|v
A
i
, (2)
d
n
Y
i/1
(A
i
!B
i
)" n+
k/0
(!1)k +
vLudv/k
dA Y
i|uCv
A
i
Y
j|v
B
jB . (3)
4. COUNTING IN F
q
[X]
d
FOR LARGE d
Using the results of previous sections, we compute the cardinalities of some
subsets of F
q
[X]
d
de"ned as set combinations of ideals of points.
Let k be a positive integer and denote by C(k) the binomial coe$cient
(r‘k~1
r
). Let us note that
C(k#1)"k#r
k
C(k). (4)
4.1. Polynomials Having Zeros of Given Multiplicity at All Points of a Set
LEMMA 4.1. ‚et A be a subset of Fr
q
of size n such that nC(k)(d. „he
number of polynomials of F
q
[X]
d
having a zero of multiplicity at least k at all
points of A is
A
1
qC(k)B
n
]dF
q
[X]
d
.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the set of polynomials in F
q
[X] having a zero
of multiplicity greater than or equal to k at all points of A is Y
a|A
I (a)k. So we
have to enumerate Y
a|A
I (a)k
d
"(Y
a|A
I(a)k)
d
. Let I be the ideal Y
a|A
I (a)k;
applying Proposition 2.3 leads to
codim(I)" +
a|A
C(k)"nC(k).
224 JEAN-FRANhOIS RAGOTNow since d’nC(k), by Proposition 2.2 codim(I
d
)"nC(k) and then
q$*.(Id)"q~#0$*.(Id)]dF
q
[X]
d
"A
1
qC(k)B
n
]dF
q
[X]
d
applying relation (1). j
LEMMA 4.2. ‚et A be a subset of Fr
q
of size n such that nC(k#1)(d. „he
number of polynomials of F
q
[X]
d
having a zero of multiplicity equal to k at all
points of A is
A
1
qC(k)
! 1
qC(k‘1)B
n
]dF
q
[X]
d
.
Proof. The set to enumerate is, by Proposition 2.1,
E"Y
a|A
(I(a)k
d
!I(a)k‘1
d
)
and, using Eq. (3),
dE" n+
k/0
(!1)k +
BLAdB/k
dA Y
a|ACB
I (a)k
d
Y
b|B
I(b)k‘1
d B .
For dB"k, the ideal
I" Y
a|ACB
I(a)k Y
b|B
I(b)k‘1
has codimension +
a|ACB
C(k)#+
b|B
C(k#1)"(n!k)C(k)#kC (k#1)
by Proposition 2.3. Using Eq. (4) we get codim(I)"(n!k)C(k)#
k((k#r)/k)C(k) and, after simpli"cation, codim(I)"C(k) (n#k(r/k)).
Hence, codim(I)4nC(k) (1#r/k) and, "nally, using Eq. (4) again,
codim(I)4nC(k#1).
As d’nC (k#1), from Proposition 2.2, the space
I
d
" Y
a|ACB
I(a)k
d
Y
b|B
I (b)k‘1
d
"A Y
a|ACB
I(a)k Y
b|B
I(b)k‘1B
d
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leads to
dI
d
"A
1
qC(k)B
n~k
A
1
qC(k‘1)B
k
]dF
q
[X]
d
and, then,
dE" n+
k/0
(!1)k A
n
kB A
1
qC(k)B
n~k
A
1
qC(k‘1)B
k
]dF
q
[X]
d
.
So, by Newton’s binomial formula,
dE"A
1
qC(k)
! 1
qC(k‘1)B
n
]dF
q
[X]
d
. j
4.2. Polynomials Having at Least One Zero of Given Multiplicity in a Set
PROPOSITION 4.1. ‚et A be a subset of Fr
q
of size n such that nC (k)(d. „he
number of polynomials of F
q
[X]
d
having at least one zero of multiplicity at least
k in A is
A1!A1!
1
qC(k)B
n
B]dFq[X]d .
Proof. The considered set is
E"Z
a|A
I(a)k
d
.
Its cardinality is, by Eq. (2),
dE" n+
k/1
(!1)k~1 +
BLAdB/k
dY
a|B
I(a)k
d
.
For all k from 1 to n, every set B of k points of A veri"es the hypotheses of
Lemma 4.1 and, then,
d Y
a|B
I (a)k
d
"A
1
qC(k)B
k
]dF
q
[X]
d
.
226 JEAN-FRANhOIS RAGOTHence,
dE" n+
k/1
(!1)k~1 A
n
kB A
1
qC(k)B
k
]dF
q
[X]
d
.
Now,
n
+
k/0
(!1)k~1 A
n
kB A
1
qC(k)B
k"!A
n
+
k/0
A
n
kB A!
1
qC(k)B
k!1B
which leads to the result by Newton’s binomial formula again. j
PROPOSITION 4.2. ‚et A be a subset of Fr
q
of size n such that nC (k#1)(d.
„he number of polynomials of F
q
[X]
d
having at least one zero of multiplicity
equal to k in A is
A1!A1!
1
qC(k)
# 1
qC(k‘1)B
n
B]dFq[X]d .
Proof. The set to enumerate now is
E"Z
a|A
(I (a)k
d
!I (a)k‘1
d
).
Applying relation (2) gives
dE" n+
k/1
(!1)k~1 +
BLAdB/k
dY
a|B
(I (a)k
d
!I(a)k‘1
d
) .
Every subset B of A veri"es the hypotheses of lemma 4.2 and then
d Y
a|B
(I (a)k
d
!I(a)k‘1
d
)"A
1
qC(k)
! 1
qC(k‘1)B
k
]dF
q
[X]
d
.
So
dE" n+
k/1
(!1)k~1 A
n
kB A
1
qC(k)
! 1
qC(k‘1)B
k
]dF
q
[X]
d
which leads to result. j
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The enumerations of previous section are available for large d’s. So we
prove now that this restriction can be substantially weakened, using Groebner
bases. We refer to Chap. 2, Sections 5, 6, and 9 of [CLO] for the de"nition
and the properties of Groebner bases.
By "xing a monomial ordering on k[X] one makes use of a division
algorithm in k[X]. Given an element f in k[X], let us note ‚„ ( f ), the leading
term of f for this ordering. If I is an ideal of k[X], let ‚„(I) be the set of
leading terms of elements of I and S‚„(I)T be the ideal generated by this set.
For a set S"M f
1
,2, fsN of elements of k[X], let us denote S f1 ,2 , fsT the
ideal generated by S.
DEFINITION 5.1 ([CLO, Chap. 2, Section 5]). A subset G"Mg
1
,2 , gtN of
an ideal I is said to be a Groebner basis if
S‚„(g
1
) ,2 , ‚„ (gt)T"S‚„(I)T.
Equivalently, a set Mg
1
,2, gtNLI is a Groebner basis of I if and only if the
leading term of any element of I is divisible by one of the ‚„(g
i
). Every ideal
I other than M0N has a Groebner basis. Furthermore, any Groebner basis for
I is a basis of I.
PROPOSITION 5.1 ([CLO, Chap. 2, Section 6, Proposition 1]). ‚et G"
Mg
1
,2 , gtN be a Groebner basis for an ideal I of k[X] and let f in k[X]. „hen
there is a unique g of k[X] such that:
(i) No term of g is divisible by one of ‚„(g
1
) ,2, ‚„(gt).
(ii) „here is h3I such that f"h#g.
In particular, g is the remainder on division of f by G no matter how the
elements of G are listed when using in the division algorithm.
PROPOSITION 5.2. ‚et G"Mg
1
,2, gtN be a basis of an ideal I of k[X]. If
for all (i, j), iOj, the leading monomials of g
i
and g
j
are relatively prime, then
G is a Groebner basis for I.
Proof. [CLO, Chap. 2, Section 9, Proposition 4]. Then [id, Theorem 3].
j
Let m be a positive integer and consider the ideal J generated by
G
J
"M(xq
1
!x
1
)m ,2 , (xqr!xr)mN.
PROPOSITION 5.3. G
J
is a Groebner basis for J.
Proof. The leading monomial of (xq
i
!x
i
)m is xqm
i
. For all (i, j), iOj, these
leading monomials are relatively prime and, hence, by Proposition 5.2, G
J
is
a Groebner basis for J (note it is true for any monomial ordering). j
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weaken the lower bounds for d. Let rem( f, G
J
) be the remainder on division
of f by G
J
; then by Proposition 5.1, f"h#rem( f, G
J
), where h lies in J.
Furthermore, the degree of rem( f, G
J
) in each variable is strictly lower than
mq, and its total degree is at most r (mq!1).
LEMMA 5.1. ‚et f3F
q
[X], a3Fr
q
and k4m:
f3I(a)k8rem( f, G
J
)3I(a)k.
Proof. It is a consequence of the fact that for k4m, the ideal J is a subset
of I (a)k for all a. For, note that by Fermat’s little theorem, xq
i
!x
i
belongs to
I(a) for each i. Then, it is clearly seen from the de"nition of I(a)m that
(xq
i
!x
i
)m lies in I (a)m. Hence, J is a subset of I (a)m and, then, of I(a)k for
k4m. Now f"h#rem( f, G
J
) and h belongs to J and then to I(a)k for
k4m, which implies the result. j
Let 2E denote the complement of a subset E in F
q
[X]. The previous
lemma can be generalized as follows.
PROPOSITION 5.4. ‚etB"MI (a)k : k4m, a3Fr
q
N and letF"(B,W,X,2)
be the set formed by all meets, joins, and complements of elements of B, i.e. the
Boolean Algebra generated by B. ‚et E3F and f3F
q
[X]; then
f3E8rem( f, G
J
)3E.
Proof. Lemma 5.1 proves that the property is true for elements ofB. Then
it su$ces to prove that it is preserved by meets, joins, and complements,
which does not present any di$culty. j
Let J
d
"JWF
q
[X]
d
and let
R"Mg3F
q
[X] : "i, deg
xi
(g)4mq!1N.
It is a consequence of De"nition 5.1 and Proposition 5.1 that R is exactly the
set of remainders in division by G
J
in F
q
[X]. For g in R, let
C(g)"M f3F
q
[X] : &h3J, f"g#hN and C
d
(g)"C(g)WF
q
[X]
d
.
The mapping f> f!g from C(g) to J is clearly bijective.
LEMMA 5.2. If d5r (mq!1), then
"g3R, dC
d
(g)"dJ
d
.
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d
(g) and h3J such that f"h#g. First note that
d5r (mq!1) implies R-F
q
[X]
d
, and then C
d
(g) is not empty. We have
deg(g)4r(mq!1) and, then, for d5r(mq!1),
deg( f )4d8deg(h)4d.
The mapping f> f!g from C
d
(g) to J
d
is then bijective. j
LEMMA 5.3. "d5r(mq!1),
dJ
d
dF
q
[X]
d
" 1
dR
.
Proof. F
q
[X]
d
"Z
g|R
C
d
(g) and this join is disjoint. Hence,
dF
q
[X]
d
" +
g|R
dC
d
(g)
and, by Lemma 5.2,
+
g|R
dC
d
(g)"dR]dJ
d
. j
PROPOSITION 5.5. ‚etF be de,ned as in Proposition 5.4 and let E3F. ‚et
M"r (mq!1) and de,ne E
d
"EWF
q
[X]
d
, E
M
"EWF
q
[X]
M
, and R as
above. „hen for all d5M,
dE
d
dF
q
[X]
d
"dRWEM
dR
;
that is to say, the proportion of polynomials of E in F
q
[X]
d
is independent of d.
Proof. By Proposition 5.4, a polynomial belongs to E if and only if its
remainder on division by G
J
belongs to E, which implies
E
d
" Z
g|RWEd
C
d
(g).
So, one has
dE
d
" +
g|RWEd
dC
d
(g)
230 JEAN-FRANhOIS RAGOTand, by Lemma 5.2,
+
g|RWEd
dC
d
(g)"dMg3RWE
d
N]dJ
d
.
Applying Lemma 5.3 leads to
dE
d
dF
q
[X]
d
"dMg3RWEdN
dR
;
now the set R is contained in E
M
and d5M implies RWE
d
"RWE
M
. j
6. APPLICATIONS
Lastly, we give the cardinality of some particular interesting sets using the
counts of Section 4 and Proposition 5.5 of &&reduction.’’ The following the-
orem gives the answer to the question asked in the introduction.
THEOREM 1. For d5r (q!1), „he number of polynomials of F
q
[X]
d
hav-
ing at least one zero in Fr
q
is
A1!A1!
1
qB
qr
B]dFq[X]d .
Proof. With A"Fr
q
and, then, n"qr and k"1, then, C(k)"1, Proposi-
tion 4.1 gives this number for d large enough. Application of Proposition 5.5
with m"1 leads to the result. j
THEOREM 2. For d5r(2q!1), „he number of polynomials of F
q
[X]
d
having at least one simple zero (i.e. zero of multiplicity equal to 1) in Fr
q
is
A1!A1!
1
q
# 1
qr‘1B
qr
B]dFq[X]d .
Proof. With A"Fr
q
and, then, n"qr, and k"1, then, C (k)"1 and
C(k#1)"r#1, Proposition 4.2 gives this number for d large enough.
Application of Proposition 5.5 with m"2 leads to the result. j
This result is used by the author to prove the good behaviour of a probabil-
istic absolute irreducibility test of polynomials based on existence of simple
solutions [Rag, Part II].
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